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“An Unexpected Hope” 
Text | 1 Corinthians 15:17-27a 

Delivered via Livestream to Central Baptist Church on April 12, 2020 by Pastor Barton Priebe  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 (SHOW SLIDE 1) We are in a very unique moment in history.  Never in our lifetime have we been 
unable to gather together to celebrate Easter Sunday.  But today, perhaps more than any other 

Easter, we have a chance to encounter the hope that the message of Easter can give us.   

o We all live in the tension between disillusionment and hope and that is exactly where we are 

at today.   
 At the end of 2019 the stock market was doing well and we felt hopeful as we enjoyed our New Year’s 

parties.  Then 2020 crashed through the door with wildfires in Australia, the global pandemic of 

COVID-19, and now the possibility of a recession.  
o This is the tension between hope and disillusionment.   

 We can see this in our society as a whole.  For instance, current research demonstrates some very 

positive things.  For instance, 
  (SHOW SLIDE 2) People are more educated and literate than ever before.1 

o (SHOW SLIDE 3) We have more rights than ever before.2 

o (SHOW SLIDE 4) Extreme poverty is at an all-time low worldwide.3 

o (SHOW SLIDE 5) Wars are smaller and less frequent than at any other time in recorded 
history.4 

o (SHOW SLIDE 6) Children are dying less, and people are living longer.5 

o (SHOW SLIDE 7) There’s more wealth than ever before.6 
 And yet contemporary research also reveals that: 

o (SHOW SLIDE 8) Symptoms of depression and anxiety are on an eighty-year upswing 

among young people and a twenty-year upswing among adults.7 

o (SHOW SLIDE 9) Each generation is experiencing depression at earlier ages.8 

o (SHOW SLIDE 10) Since 1985 people are reporting lower levels of life satisfaction.9 

o (SHOW SLIDE 11) Stress levels have risen over the past thirty years.10 

                                                      
1 Max Roser and Esteban Ortiz-Ospina, “Global Rise of Education,” published online at OurWorldInData.org, 2018, 
https://ourworldindata.org/global-rise-of-education. 
2 For an exhaustive treatment of the historical reduction in violence, Pinker’s book is indispensable. See Steven Pinker, The Better 
Angels of Our Nature: Why Violence Has Declined (New York: Penguin Books, 2012). 
3 Diana Beltekian and Esteban Ortiz-Ospina, “Extreme Poverty Is Falling: How Is Poverty Changing for Higher Poverty Lines?” March 
5, 2018, Our WorldInData.org, https://ourworldindata.org/ 
4 Pinker, The Better Angels of Our Nature, pp. 249–67. 
5 Pinker, Enlightenment Now, pp. 53–61. 
6 Ibid., pp. 79–96. 
7 G. L. Klerman and M. M. Weissman, “Increasing Rates of Depression,” Journal of the American Medical Association 261 (1989): 
2229–35. See also J. M. Twenge, “Time Period and Birth Cohort Differences in Depressive Symptoms in the U.S., 1982–2013,” Social 
Indicators Research 121 (2015): 437–54. 
8 Myrna M. Weissman, PhD, Priya Wickramaratne, PhD, Steven Greenwald, MA, et al., “The Changing Rates of Major Depression,” 
JAMA Psychiatry 268, no. 21 (1992): 3098–105. 
9 C. M. Herbst, “‘Paradoxical’ Decline? Another Look at the Relative Reduction in Female Happiness,” Journal of Economic Psychology 
32 (2011): 773–88. 
 
10 S. Cohen and D. Janicki-Deverts, “Who’s Stressed? Distributions of Psychological Stress in the United States in Probability Samples 
from 1983, 2006, and 2009,” Journal of Applied Social Psychology 42 (2012): 1320–34. 
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o (SHOW SLIDE 12) Drug overdoses have hit an all-time high.11 

o (SHOW SLIDE 13) Feelings of loneliness are up.12 
 One author summarizes it like this: (SHOW SLIDE 14) we are the safest and most prosperous 

humans in the history of the world, yet we are feeling more hopeless than ever before.   

o Perhaps the most startling example of all this is that wealthy countries and wealthy 
neighbourhoods have higher suicide rates than poor countries and poor neighbourhoods.13 

(SHOW TITLE SLIDE 15) 

 What we need today is not newer phones, faster internet, or greater prosperity.  We need something 

greater. We need hope. 
o But we need a hope that is far more than just positive thinking.  We need a hope that can 

enable us to face the hardest things in life, including death itself.  But is there such thing as 

this kind of hope?  The message of Easter says yes. 
 This morning we are going to do two things that are in sharp contrast with each other.  

First, we are going to face the uncomfortable truth.  Second, we are going to rejoice in 

the unexpected hope. 

 

FACE THE UNCOMFORTABLE TRUTH 

 First then, let’s (SHOW SLIDE 16) face the Uncomfortable Truth. 

o What is the uncomfortable truth?  Well, let me quote best-selling author Mark Manson who 
does not believe in God and show you what he says and then I will quote another best-selling 

author, the apostle Paul, and see what he says.   

 This may surprise you but they are going to say essentially the same thing.  What I love 
about them both is their honesty.  They make us face the Uncomfortable Truth. 

 So here is how best-selling author Mark Manson puts it.  He says that if he worked at Starbucks, he 

wouldn’t write people’s names on their coffee cups.  Instead, he would use very small writing so that 
when you pick up your coffee cup you would read the following: 

o (SHOW SLIDE 17) “One day, you and everyone you love will die. And beyond a small 

group of people for an extremely brief period of time, little of what you say or do will 

ever matter. This is the Uncomfortable Truth of life. And everything you think or do is 
but an elaborate avoidance of it. . .  

o (SHOW SLIDE 18) . . . We are inconsequential cosmic dust, bumping and milling about on 

a tiny blue speck. We imagine our own importance. We invent our purpose—we are 
nothing. Enjoy your coffee.” 

 He then jokes that this is why he can’t get employed and so has to write for a living.  (SHOW TITLE 

SLIDE 19) But then he drives his point home saying that if there is no God, then the universe is all 
there is.  And the universe doesn’t care if you made a great spreadsheet for your boss.  The universe 

doesn’t care about all the people who have died from COVID-19.  

                                                      
11 Andrew Sullivan, “The Poison We Pick,” New York Magazine, February 2018, http://nymag.com/intelligencer/2018/02/americas-
opioid-epidemic.html. 
12 “New Cigna Study Reveals Loneliness at Epidemic Levels in America,” Cigna’s Loneliness Index, May 1, 2018, 
https://www.multivu.com/players/English/8294451-cigna-us-loneliness-survey/. 
13 Wealthier countries, on average, have higher suicide rates than poorer countries. Data can be found from the World Health 
Organization, “Suicide Rates Data by Country,” http://apps.who.int/gho/data/node.main.MHSUICIDEASDR?lang=en. Suicide is also 
more prevalent in wealthier neighborhoods compared with poorer neighborhoods. See Josh Sanburn, “Why Suicides Are More 
Common in Richer Neighborhoods,” Time, November 8, 2012, http://business.time.com/2012/11/08/why-suicides-are-more-
common-in-richer-neighborhoods/. 
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o Now you might be thinking, “come one Mark, I believe we’re all here for a reason, that 

everyone matters, because our actions effect people, and even if we can still help someone 
it is worth it.”  Mark’s response is to say, “Well, aren’t you just as cute as a button!”   

 He agrees that we have to tell ourselves things like this or else we wouldn’t have any 

reason to live.  But he argues that all of this is just an attempt to avoid the 
Uncomfortable Truth.  If there is no God, then everything is doomed.  You will die, your 

children will die, the planet will die, the sun will die, and the universe will eventually 

die. 

 Now you might say, “that is totally depressing.  There’s no hope in that!”  Mark agrees.  He 
promises that his book will help you to find hope but he says that we must begin by honestly facing 

the Uncomfortable Truth that everything is doomed.   

o Any hope that glosses over this fact is not true hope.  For hope to truly be hope it must be 
able to somehow solve the Uncomfortable Truth that everything is doomed.  If it can’t do that 

then it is not hope and not worth your time.   

 

WHAT IF THE BONES OF JESUS WERE FOUND? 

 Let’s turn now to hear from the apostle Paul.  This may surprise you, but the apostle Paul largely 

agrees with Mark Manson.  Actually, Paul says that Mark Manson has not gone far enough in facing 

the Uncomfortable Truth that everything is doomed. 
o In order to really understand Paul, we need to do a thought experiment together.  Let’s 

imagine that archeologists found the bones of Jesus and it was proved beyond all shadow of 

doubt that they are indeed the bones of Jesus.  Would this effect your faith at all?   
 If you are a Christian the very idea of this will send a shudder through our soul. You 

will react sharply and say, “But Jesus did rise.”  Just work with the thought 

experiment for a moment.  Would finding Jesus’ bones effect your faith at all? 
o If you say, “No! It wouldn’t change a lot because I would still trust in God” then you do not 

understand how important the resurrection is or how it is the foundation of all hope.  The 

right answer is to say, “I cannot fathom such a thing but if it were true then my entire faith 

would collapse.” 
 This is not my thought experiment.  I got it from the apostle Paul. Turn with me now to 1 Cor 15.  

Look at first part of verse 14.  (SHOW SLIDE 20) READ 17a - “If Christ has not been raised.” 

o Notice the word “if.”  So Paul is engaging in a thought experiment.  If it were true that God did 
not raise Jesus from the dead, what difference would this make?   

 Paul’s answer is that everything is doomed.  Actually, it’s worse than that. 

 (SHOW SLIDE 21) First, if Christ has not been raised, then trusting in God is useless. 
o Look at verse 17.  (SHOW SLIDE 22) READ 17a - And if Christ has not been raised, your faith 

is futile.  

 Jesus is the one man who lived a perfect life of love and trust in God.  As Ps 16 says 

Jesus trusted that God would not abandon his soul to the grave.  But if Jesus lies dead 
in the ground God abandoned him and he was a fool.  And if God didn’t come through 

for a perfectly loving man like Jesus then it is utterly pointless for you to trust in God.   

 But it gets worse. 

 (SHOW SLIDE 23) Second, if Christ has not been raised, the dark spiritual powers have won. 
o In verse 24-26 Paul talks about evil spiritual powers that are our enemies.  God sent Jesus 

into this world to attack our enemies.  The cross was God’s greatest move to defeat them.  
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But if Jesus was not raised—if he lies dead in the earth—then God’s greatest assault upon the 

powers of darkness has failed.  God has lost and the universe lies in the hands of the enemy. 
 But it gets worse than this.  

 (SHOW SLIDE 24) Third, if Christ has not been raised, then we are still condemned for our sins.   

o Look at verse 17 again.  (SHOW SLIDE 25) READ 17 - And if Christ has not been raised, your 
faith is futile and you are still in your sins.   

 The resurrection is God’s proof that he has accepted Christ’s sacrifice for our sins.  The 

resurrection is God’s receipt that says your debt has been paid.  But if Christ has not 

been raised then all this talk of forgiveness is fantasy.  All our songs of Jesus washing 
our sins away are false.   

 Just like you cannot run from your shadow, you cannot run from your sins.  

Your black deeds will follow you everywhere so that you cannot know the 

peace of forgiveness in this life and they will be there to condemn you on 
judgment day.     

 (SHOW SLIDE 26) Finally, if Christ has not been raised, then all deceased Christians have 

perished. 
o Look at verse 18.  (SHOW SLIDE 27) READ 18 - Then those also who have fallen asleep in 

Christ have perished.  We find great comfort in the fact that those who trust in Jesus are with 

God and one day God will raise all the dead.  We will see those loved ones again. But if God 
could not raise Jesus from the dead then he cannot raise our brothers and sisters in Christ 

who have died and he cannot raise you.   

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 28) Mark Manson is honest enough to face the Uncomfortable Truth that 

everything is doomed but Paul is even more honest. 
o For not only is everything in this life doomed but there is no way to have your sins forgiven on 

judgement day. If God did his best to save us through Jesus but death defeated Jesus then all 

hope is lost.   

 Death has backed us into a corner.  There is no escape from the dark powers.  It’s 

checkmate.  This is the Uncomfortable Truth. 

 
REJOICE IN THE UNEXPECTED HOPE 

 But now we are ready for the second half of the message.  We have faced the Uncomfortable Truth.  

Let’s turn now to (SHOW SLIDE 29) rejoice in the unexpected hope. 

o I read Mark Manson’s book because I deeply appreciated how honest he was but I also read it 

because he promised to provide true hope in the face of the Uncomfortable Truth that 

everything is doomed.   

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 30) So what hope does he offer that can defeat death, grant immortality, and 
strengthen you in this life?  I think I started laughing when I read his answer.  He says our hope lies in 

Artificial Intelligence (A.I.).   

o He argues that super computers will eventually be able to solve all human problems, and you 
will be able to upload your consciousness to the cloud so that, even though your body will 

die, your consciousness will life forever in a computer simulated world that A.I. creates for 

you to enjoy.   

 I think he needs to watch the Terminator or the Matrix. 
 So what hope does Christianity offer to a universe where everything is doomed, where sin 

condemns, dark powers rule, and death defeats us all?  We’ve already said that if Christ has not been 

raised then it offers nothing. 
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o However, let me show you the best word in all the Bible.  It is at the beginning of verse 20: 

“but.”  We used the word “but” in the middle of a sentence when we are about to say 
something that is in sharp contrast with what was said before it.   

 He was dying of cancer, BUT the chemo treatments worked!   

 The little girl was drowning, BUT the lifeguard dove in and saved her!   
 The best stories you have ever read are filled with darkness. There is a point where all seems lost.  

BUT something happens.  Evil is eventually defeated and good wins.   

o Snow White was deceived by the wicked Queen, ate the poison apple, and fell into an eternal 

sleep.  All was lost.  The wicked Queen had won.  BUT the Prince kisses Snow White, the spell 
is broken, the wicked Queen defeated, and Snow White ascends the throne. 

 There is a sports channel called TSN.  They started something called “The TSN Turning 

Point.”  When they show sports highlights they look back and show the one critical 
moment that turned the tide of the game for the winning team.   

 

BUT IN FACT CHRIST HAS BEEN RAISED 

 The Bible’s story declares that everything is doomed because of human sin.  To save us God sent His 

Son into the world to forgive our sins, to overthrow the evil powers, and to defeat our greatest 

enemy, which is death.   

o However, God’s assault on sin, Satan, and death seemed to fail.  Jesus, God’s great 
champion, was crucified.  God’s warrior died and his body was buried inside a tomb within 

the earth.  A heavy stone was rolled in front of the door to emphasize his utter defeat.   

 God seemed to be outmaneuvered.  God seemed backed into a corner.  For three days 
all was lost.  Checkmate. 

 Verse 20: (SHOW SLIDE 31) READ 20 - But in fact Christ has been raised from the dead.   

o The resurrection of Jesus is the TSN turning point of all history.  The resurrection of Jesus is 
the great reversal of the Uncomfortable Truth that all is doomed.  For all that was doomed is 

now being rescued. 

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 32) How so?  If Christ has not been raised then all deceased Christians have 

perished.  BUT Christ has been raised.  In verse 20 Paul calls Jesus’ resurrection the firstfruits of 
those who will rise from the dead.  The first ripe cherries of the season point to the fact that a great 

harvest of millions of cherries is right around the corner.  Jesus is the firstfruits of God’s resurrection. 

In raising Jesus from the dead God demonstrated that a day is coming when he will raise millions of 
his people from the dead.  Look at verse 20-23. 

o (SHOW SLIDE 33) READ 20-23 - But in fact Christ has been raised from the dead, the 

firstfruits of those who have fallen asleep. 21 For as by a man came death, by a man has 
come also the resurrection of the dead. 22 For as in Adam all die, so also in Christ shall all be 

made alive. 23 But each in his own order: Christ the firstfruits, then at his coming those who 

belong to Christ. 

 Oh yes, your Christian spouse has died.  BUT Christ has been raised from the dead.  
Many brothers and sisters whom we love in this church have died.  BUT Christ has 

been raised from the dead.  A great harvest is coming and we will see them again.  

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 34) Likewise, if Christ has not been raised then you will be condemned for your 
sins.  BUT Christ has been raised.  This means that God has accepted Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross. 

o In Jesus sin has met its match.  It’s power is broken.  Do you want forgiveness for the black 

deeds you have committed?  Forgiveness has been won for you.  Come to Jesus and ask him 
to forgive you.   
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 Oh what peace to be free of the black shadow of your sins and live with a peaceful 

conscience. Oh what joy to know that you can stand on judgment day and not fear 
being condemned. 

 Furthermore, if Christ has not been raised then the dark powers have won.  BUT Christ has been 

raised.  The decisive moment in the game has taken place.  The game is not over yet but the turning 
point has happened.  It is only a matter of time.  Paul now goes on to describe what will take place 

what happens after Jesus returns and raises his people from the dead.  Listen to his words.  They are 

a statement of total victory. 

o (SHOW SLIDE 35) READ 24-27 - Then comes the end, when he delivers the kingdom to God 
the Father after destroying every rule and every authority and power. 25 For he must reign 

until he has put all his enemies under his feet. 26 The last enemy to be destroyed is death. 
27 For “God has put all things in subjection under his feet.” 

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 36) Do you see it then?  Everything is doomed.  BUT God did something no one 

expected.  He raised Jesus from the dead thereby setting in motion the undoing of the 

Uncomfortable Truth and the beginning of a hope that can carry you through the worst things of this 

life.  

 

THE KING HAS ANOTHER MOVE 

 There is a famous story about Paul Morphy, the great chess champion.  He was invited to the home 
of a bunch of notable chess players for an evening of games.  While at dinner, Morphy’s attention 

was attracted by a painting which hung prominently on the wall.  Here is a picture of it.  (SHOW 

SLIDE 37) It is a well-known painting by Friedrich Retzsch (1779-1857).  It is called “The Game of Life” 
and is inspired by the play popularly known as Faust. 

o On the left is the devil and he is playing a game of chess with the young man named Faust.  

They are playing for Faust’s soul.  The black pieces of the devil are vices that people commit 
and Faust’s pieces are white to represent virtues. 

 But as you can see Faust only has a few pieces left.  He has not played the game of life 

very wisely and has sinned greatly.  In fact, his situation is hopeless and his fate is 

sealed for the devil has only one final move and it will be checkmate.  You can see the 
despair on the face of Faust.  Many a chess player has looked at the setup of the board 

and agreed that the situation is hopeless.  It is checkmate. 

 When Paul Morphy finished his dinner, he walked up close to the painting and began looking intently 
at it for some time.  He then suddenly exclaimed, “The king has another move.”  The other guests 

said, “That is impossible.  Not even you can save Faust’s game.”  But Paul Morphy said, “I can.” 

o They brought out a chess board and arranged the pieces like they are in the painting.  
Everyone gathered around.  To the surprise of everyone, Paul Morphy moved the king and 

from there created a succession of moves that snatched victory from the devil and saved the 

soul of Faust. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 38) We must face the fact the Uncomfortable Truth that everything is doomed.  

When Jesus was buried it truly seemed that the one man who could save us was also defeated.  BUT 
the king had one more move.  God raised Jesus from the dead. 

o And the resurrected Christ now stands ready to forgive all who come to him.  You may say, 

“But we still all die.  Doesn’t that prove Jesus failed?”  No, Jesus’ resurrection is the TSN 
turning point.  The game is not yet over the victory is sure.  Jesus’ resurrection is God the 
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King’s move that turns the tide.  And now God is moving all things to the day when Jesus will 

return.  On that day Jesus will raise all his people from the dead, crush the head of the 
serpent, put the black king of death in checkmate, and knock him off the board.   

 Do you have this hope?  It will sustain you through COVID-19, uphold you in every trial 

you face, and carry you through death itself.  If Christ has not been raised then 
everything is doomed.  BUT Christ has been raised. Rejoice in this unexpected hope. 

 
 
 
 


